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the Nazi proclamation of the 11th July was on sure ground in assert-
ing, of the disbanded parties, that 'their return or re-creation* was
'precluded for all time5; for the German Catholics had proved their
political staying power in their sixteen years' Kulturkampf with
Bismarck, and the Junkers' theirs in their thirteen years' passive
resistance to the Weimar regime. At the time of writing, twelve
months after the date at which the Nazi Revolution had been
declared to be complete, it was noteworthy that the bankrupt great
estates in the Ost-Elbisch provinces of Prussia had not yet been
touched by Herr Hitler, though the partition of these latifundia
into peasant holdings was a still more prominent plank in his official
platform than it had been in his predecessor Dr. Briining's. Dr.
Bnining had fallen when he set himself seriously to carry this salutary-
agrarian programme out; and a detached observer might wonder
whether this precedent deterred Dr. Briining's ostensibly omnipotent
successor from attempting a similar assault upon the citadel of an
ancient governing class which had sullenly submitted itself to be the
captive of Herr Hitler's bow and spear, but which might still perhaps
turn at bay and show its teeth if he displayed an intention of giving
Junkerdom in the Ostmark its coup de grace.
But if the Nazi leader had still to reckon with the Nationalist
'die-hards', he had an even graver problem to face in the temper of
those radical members of his own party who laid more emphasis on
the 'Socialist5 than on the 'National' half of the hyphenated party
label; and it was to these enfants terribles in his own political family
that he was mainly addressing him self in the order of the llth July,
The foremost task of the government is now to lay the intellectual
and economic foundation for the reconstructed power invested in it; but
this task will be seriously endangered by further talk of the continuance
of the Revolution or of a second Revolution. He who talks thus must
realize that by so doing he is rebelling against the Fuhrer himself, and he
will be treated accordingly. Such utterances represent a clear sabotage
of the National Revolution, and are particularly calculated to expose
the German economic system—now safely on the upward grade, thanks
to the Government's measures to solve the unemployment problem—
spiritual basis. In the German Protestant churches, those elements of
Protestantism which corresponded to English Methodism had never, as in
England, broken away from the official church in order to constitute themselves
into 'free churches', but had remained latent until, in these latter days, they
had been captured by Hitler himself and had been turned to political account
by him as part of the driving-force of his National Socialism. In this connexion
it may be recalled that those corresponding elements of English Protestantism
which had taken the specific religious shape of 'the free churches' had like-wise
tended thereafter to flow into political channels (e.g. into Liberal party politics
and the Temperance Movement and the Peace Movement).

